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Main results

I
I
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I

Incentive problems may call for margins
Margin calls may induce liquidations/re sales
Complete markets

⇒ Second-best eciency
⇒ Second-best ineciency

Incomplete markets
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Timing

I

Signal, transfer/sale, eort
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2. Second Best (planning problem)

I
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Full insurance between Protection Buyers and Investors
Imperfect insurance between them and Protection Sellers
Conditional on signal, full insurance
Signals and Protection Buyers/Investors consumption are
correlated

I

IC binds after bad signal: less benet to exert eort when
sellers have to pay out

I

Asset transfer

αS

set to trade o incentive constraint with

investor ineciency
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Market Equilibrium w/Complete Markets
3. Market Equilibrium w/Complete Markets for publicly observed
variables
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New IC:
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of assets

Signal contingent market, price
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Main result: Market Equilibrium is information-constrained
ecient (Prop 5)
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Information-constrained Second Welfare Theorem
Why? Low prices tighten IC of Sellers after bad signals, but
gives more resources to investors

I

Investors have zero welfare weight (competitive
interpretation?), so complete markets takes care of the rest
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Comment: I would like to see a

doubly-constrained-inecient benchmark

I

I think it is too evident that the incomplete markets outcome
will be worse than the complete markets outcome

I

I'm sure the paper is also constrained inecient in the
incomplete markets (Hart75, GP86) sense
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3. Why do agents have to sell, couldn't they just post other
collateral/cash?

I

More broadly, what if there are multiple assets? Which one
should be posted?
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